Bearwood School Council
Article 12
You have the right to give your opinion, and for adults to listen and take
it seriously.
Thursday 10th June 2021
This is what we talked about:
Safeguarding – remember to share if you have a worry or concern.
PE equipment in your boxes for playtimes– what would like in your box? You will be
taking your box up to the next class so it is really important that you look after
your equipment – think about what skills you have been learning in PE and what
equipment that you might like to practice. Orders are now – Mrs Wall to check with
Mrs Gunstone that she has had an order from every class.
 Talked about what equipment that we would like in their boxes.
 Think that it would be good if lunch sup offered an activity to engage in e.g.
rounder’s or running races, or a challenge e.g. tap bounce a ball, tag tail game –
plastic ones which can be sprayed down afterwards.
 We would like to create a wordle about why it is great to part of Bearwood School –
can you think of some words and phrases
Helpful, safe, amazing, education, anti bullying, happy, Bears , purple, school, friendly,
Learning, Enjoying succeeding together, kind staff, fun, intelligent, school – six cool hours
of our lives, joyful, special, independent, perseverance, persistence, determination, on
task, never give up, exciting, Mr Longland, teacher, smart sack, polar bear, tables, your
time, Mrs Hunt student please don’t disturb me I am working, Mrs Brierley, pupils,
friends fun exciting feelings - put in the shape of the school bear.
Football challenge day – really enjoyed this
Reading challenge – Watch this space news will be shared very soon.
Walk to Tokyo this is continuing.
This week we decided on….
Show and tell do this when Covid is more relaxed..
In class council can you discuss.
 Summer activity challenge – each class to decide a challenge afternoon e.g.
spaghetti tower, get across the field as a team but you only have 2/3 pieces of
paper, sport challenge, talent challenge, treasure hunt – to collect house points for
your house.
 Can we remind everyone to keep toilets tidy – it is not nice to go into dirty toilets
 Remind everyone to look after our equipment – pupils are noticing that things are
being broken or lost.
Thank you
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